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Abstract—Many networking devices, such as firewalls and
routing tables, rely upon packet classifiers to define their behavior
for various kinds of network traffic. Since these devices have
real-time constraints, it is important for packet classification
to be as fast as possible. We present a new method, ByteCuts,
which includes two major improvements over existing tree-based
packet classifiers. First, it introduces a new cutting method
that is more efficient than existing methods. Second, ByteCuts
intelligently partitions the rule list into multiple trees in a way
that supports the cutting method and reduces rule replication.
We compare ByteCuts to several existing methods such as
HyperCuts, HyperSplit, and SmartSplit. We find that ByteCuts
outperforms SmartSplit, the previous fastest classifier, in every
metric; specifically, ByteCuts is able to classify packets 58%
faster, can be constructed in seconds rather than minutes, and
uses orders of magnitude less memory.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation

Packet classification is an important part of many network
devices such as firewalls, routers, and other services. When
these devices receive a packet, they must decide how to handle
it. Most packet classifiers are defined by a list of rule. Each
rule matches certain packet headers and defines an action for
those packets. Possible actions include “forward onto physical
port 1”, “send to the web server running on this device”, and
“discard”. The classifier finds the first rule that matches a given
packet and follows the action associated with that rule.

Rule list sizes have been increasing. As new vulnerabilities
are found and new devices are added to the network, new
rules are added to deal with these new situations. Rule lists
with thousands of rules are now commonplace. Any packet
classifier used must be able to handle these increasingly large
rule lists.

Packet classifiers must be fast. These network devices have
real-time constraints; delays caused at one device propagate
through the network as packet take longer to be forwarded
between devices.

B. Problem Statement

We now formally define the Packet Classification problem.
We first establish the following definitions. A field f is a range
of integers, usually [0, 2w] for some integer w. The packet
domain is the Cartesian produce of d of those fields, f1 ×
f2 × · · · × fd. A rule r is a mapping from some subset of the
packet domain to some decision. A packet p matches r if it
is an element of r’s domain. A rule list L contains n rules

Rule Source Dest
r1 000 101
r2 001 101
r3 010 001
r4 011 001
r5 011 000
r6 100 ***
r7 110 ***
r8 *** 011
r9 *** 010

Classifier I: A sample 2D rule list

Fig. 1: A graphical representation of Classifier I.

[r1, r2, . . . , rn], sorted by priority. An example rule list with
2 fields can be seen in Classifier I; a visualization of that rule
list can be seen in Figure 1.

The packet classification problem is as follows. Given a rule
list L and packet p, find the first (highest-priority) rule in L
that matches packet p. This should be done as fast as possible.

This yields the following objective. Given a rule list L,
construct a classifier, subject to memory or other constraints,
that minimizes the expected search time for incoming packets.

C. Summary and Limitations of Prior Art

Existing packet classification algorithms express trade-offs
between classification time and memory usage. In general,
packet classifiers can either allow O(log n) search times with
O(nd) memory or O(logd n) search times with O(n) memory.
Some methods have classes of “good” cases where they can
do better, but their worst cases fall into one of the two above
categories.

Most existing decision trees, such as HyperCuts [1] and
HyperSplit [2] have favored spending more memory for fast
searches. These methods build a search tree by cutting the



rules into several sets spacially. This yields O(log n) expected
search times. However, the cuts are not clean; some rules
are copied into multiple subtrees which produces super-linear
memory.

Later decision tree variants, such as EffiCuts [3] and Smart-
Split [4] have introduced better tools for controlling memory
usage at the cost of search times. These methods define several
categories of rules which are expected not to require much
rule replication, which reduces memory consumption, but it
produces multiple trees, which increases search times.

Other methods, such as Tuple Space Search [5], TupleMerge
[6], and PartitionSort [7] are able to use only linear memory.
These methods partition the rules into other sets and then use
either hashing (Tuple Space Search, TupleMerge) or sorting
(PartitionSort) to be able to search them. Classification time
is thus tied to the number of partitions required. If the
number of partitions becomes large, then search times suffer.
These methods used in OpenFlow and other software-defined
networks because they support fast updates.

D. Proposed Approach

Our approach, which we call ByteCuts, improves on existing
tree-based packet classifiers such as Hypercuts, HyperSplit,
and SmartSplit. ByteCuts leverages two improvements: a new
cutting scheme and a new tree selection method.

Our cutting scheme uses byte extraction to interpret sections
of a packet as an index into the child array to efficiently cut the
search space. This is a significant improvement over existing
methods since it can start with the most discriminatory bytes
rather than being locked into the high-end bytes. It also does
not need to store the partition boundary, which significantly
reduces node size, and replaces expensive integer division
(required by HyperCuts) with faster bit operations.

Tree selection is tricky; create too many trees and search
times suffer; too few and rule replication explodes. We identify
rules which are compatible with each other and use that
to minimize the number of trees required without causing
significant replication.

E. Summary of Experimental Methods

We conduct extensive experiments between ByteCuts and
other methods, in particular SmartSplit, the previous state-
of-the-art offline packet classifier. We find that ByteCuts
outperforms SmartSplit in all of the measured metrics. In
particular, compared to SmartSplit, ByteCuts classifies packets
58% faster on average, takes seconds to construct instead
of minutes, and uses an order of magnitude less memory.
This makes ByteCuts the new best choice for offline packet
classification.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss
related work in Section II. We describe our ByteCuts algorithm
in Section III. We give a few theoretical results in Section IV.
We then give our experimental results in Section V. Finally,
we conclude our paper in Section VI.

Fig. 2: The tree produced by HyperCuts on the rules in
Classifier I.

Fig. 3: The tree produced by HyperSplit on the rules in
Classifier I.

II. RELATED WORK

Packet classification is a well studied problem. Taylor [8]
divides packet classification algorithms into four general area:
exhaustive search, decision trees, field decomposition, and
tuple space. Our proposed ByteCuts classifier falls into the
decision tree category.

A. Single Decision Trees

Decision trees are a well-studied area of packet classifica-
tion. HiCuts [9] is one of the oldest and most well-known
classifiers of this type and has spawned several derivatives. In
HiCuts, one field of the packet domain is partitioned (or cut)
into several equal-sized pieces. The rules are then allocated to
the partitions that they correspond to. This process is repeated
for each of these sublists until only a few rules remain. One
problem with HiCuts is that the rule and domain boundaries do
not always align and rules that cross these boundaries must be
replicated into multiple partitions. Rules that are orthogonal to
the field being cut are especially problematic since they must
be replicated into each partition. This can result in a significant
memory blowup.

HyperCuts [1] is a variant on HiCuts. Its chief improvement
is that it allows cutting on multiple fields at once. This allows
the overall tree height to be lower resulting in faster classi-
fication times, but it suffers from the same rule replication
problem as HiCuts does. The tree that HyperCuts produces
for Classifier I can be seen in Figure 2.



Fig. 4: SmartSplit produces two trees from Classifier I.

HyperSplit [2] takes a slightly different approach. Instead
of creating many equal-sized cuts, HyperSplit creates a single
cut (or split) of variable size. This split is chosen to balance
the number of rules in the two resulting partitions. Compared
to HiCuts and HyperCuts, this results in less replication and
lower memory requirements since each rule is copied into
at most two partitions. However, the tree height is normally
higher since it has a smaller branching factor. The tree that
HyperSplit produces for Classifier I can be seen in Figure 3.

Each of these algorithms has memory problems caused
by significant rule replication. ByteCuts prevents this rule
replication by separating incompatible rules into different
trees.

B. Multiple Decision Trees

EffiCuts [3] attempts to solve the rule replication problem
by dividing the rules into multiple HyperCuts trees. It classifies
rules as being either long or short on a particular field
(similar to a tuple space method) and all rules with the same
classification are placed into the same tree. Since all of the
rules in a given tree have similar properties, it is expected that
there will not be much replication required. The downside
is that searching multiple trees is likely to take longer than
searching a single tree.

SmartSplit [4] tries a similar strategy to EffiCuts except it
only considers two fields: source and destination address. This
results in fewer trees and thus generally faster search times at
the expense of greater rule replication (though generally less
than HyperCuts). Additionally, they can estimate the memory
usage and tree heights of a rule list to determine whether one
or multiple trees would be better as well as if they should
use HyperCuts or HyperSplit trees. This allows them to better
balance the tradeoffs between speed and memory. This can be
seen by comparing the trees in Figure 4 to those in Figures 2
and 3.

SmartSplit has a small, fixed set of trees available and
EffiCuts has a limited ability to merge the rule lists for its
larger, otherwise fixed set of trees. In contrast, ByteCuts has
a larger, more flexible, set to choose from. This allows it to
better fit the rules to trees which leads to less replication and
faster searches.

PartitionSort [7] bases its trees on the rules themselves
rather than the decision space. It defines several partial or-
derings on the rule list and then partitions the list so that each

partition is totally ordered on one of these orderings, which can
be binary searched. This allows them to completely do away
with rule replication (each rule appears only once). Partition-
Sort’s tree selection strategy is more stringent than ByteCuts,
so it requires more trees resulting in slower classification.

C. Other Classifiers

With exact match, all of the rules in the list are searched.
This normally is done in hardware with TCAMs, which can
search the entire list in parallel. Unfortunately, TCAMs do not
scale very well. Thus methods such as Firewall Compressor
[10], TCAM Razor [11], or Diplomat [12] are used to com-
press the rule list into a smaller list with identical behavior.

One-dimensional packet classification is a much easier
problem; linear-memory solutions with O(log n) search times
exist. Field decomposition methods like [13] and [14] classify
each field (often in parallel) to acquire some sort of token
or partial result. They then use the tokens to determine the
matching rule.

In tuple space classifiers, such as Tuple Space Search
[5] and TupleMerge [6], each rule is tagged with a tuple
denoting which bits it uses. Rules with the same tuple are
grouped together into a hash table. By extracting only the
bits associated with that tuple, a consistent hash key can be
produced from either rules or packets, allowing each table to
be searched in constant time.

III. METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our ByteCuts (BC) classifier.
ByteCuts improves on existing tree-based packet classifiers in
three ways. First, it incorporates a new cutting method that
is more versatile than the one included in HiCuts [9] and
HyperCuts [1]. Second, it includes a tree selection algorithm
that is more discriminating than SmartSplit [4]. Finally, it can
include both cut nodes and split nodes (like HyperSplit [2])
in the same tree, unlike SmartSplit where each tree is formed
entirely of one kind of node (although different trees can be
of different types).

A. Bit Cutting

ByteCuts works by extracting k consecutive bits from a
rule or packet, interpreting those bits as a number, and using
that number as an index into an array of child nodes. It can
be viewed as a generalization of the HiCuts strategy; any
consecutive bits can be selected instead of only the most
significant bits. This strategy is designed to work on ternary
rules where neighboring bits are likely to appear together.

Address fields, the most common ternary field, are usually
represented by prefixes, and due to how addresses are usually
allocated, certain prefix lengths are much more common then
others. We leverage this to reduce the number of cases to
consider. We will only consider nybbles, which are blocks of
4 bits (half a byte). There are 8 nybbles per address field. For
simplicity, our examples use only a few bits. This precludes
demonstrating the nybble alignment.

Port fields are normally not represented using prefixes or
other ternary expressions but are instead represented using



Fig. 5: Rule ra is replicated twice and rb is replicated three
times.

Rule Source Dest
r1 000 101
r2 001 101
r3 010 001
r4 011 001
r5 011 000
r6 100 ***
r7 110 ***
r8 *** 011
r9 *** 010

Rule Source Dest
r5 011 000
r3 010 001
r4 011 001
r9 *** 010
r8 *** 011
r1 000 101
r2 001 101
r6 100 ***
r7 110 ***

Classifier II: Both (Source, 3) and (Dest, 3) create trees with
a maximum collision limit of 2 and omit 2 rules.

ranges. We do not use our cutting method on these fields.
Instead, we borrow the splitting method from HyperSplit [2]
on these fields.

B. Tree Selection

Tree based methods, including ByteCuts, suffer from a
problem called rule replication. Rule replication is caused by
rules falling into multiple partitions due to wildcards which
forces them to be copied multiple times. This can be seen
in Figure 5 where rules ra and rb are both replicated into
multiple partitions. Existing methods, such as EffiCuts [3] and
SmartSplit [4] have attempted to alleviate this problem by
partitioning rules such that all rules in the same partition have
similar characteristics. This significantly reduces the amount
of replication required as it is easier to find good cuts that do
not trigger any of the wildcards.

We also divide the rule list L into a list of trees T based
on the characteristics of the rules. We try to place rules with
similar characteristics into the same tree as this will result in
shorter trees. We do this by ensuring that all rules in the same
tree use the same core set of bits. This ensures that at least
one good cut will exist. Using a larger core will allow for
more good cuts, reducing the tree height, but will exclude
rules which do not meet the more stringent requirements,
increasing the number of trees. We deal with this by striking
a balance between the number of excluded rules and the
expected maximum partition size of a given cut. For efficiency,
we only use consecutive bits (in nybble increments) for the
core; for prefix fields, this amounts to measuring the length of
that particular field.

We define two thresholds: one for cut efficiency and one for
the tree size. We define c to be the maximum collision ratio
and nc = c · nL, where nL is the number of rules in L that
have not yet been placed into a tree. Likewise, we define χ to
be the maximum exclusion ratio and nχ = χ ·nL. Both nc and
nχ will be smaller for later trees since nL will be smaller; nc

defines what an acceptable collision limit is while nχ defines
the desired maximum number of excluded rules.

Our goal is to maximize the number of rules (thus min-
imizing the number of trees) while meeting certain balance
requirements. If any field-length pair (f, wf ) has a collision
limit below nc, then we select the pair that minimizes the
number of excluded rules. Otherwise, from those that exclude
at most nχ rules, we select the pair that minimizes the collision
limit. If neither objective is reachable, we select the pair that
minimizes the sum collision size + rules excluded.

Once a field-length pair (f, wf ) is selected, we create a
tree from all of the rules whose prefix length is at least wf
on field f as described in the next section. We then repeat the
tree selection process on the remaining rules.

Once the number of remaining rules falls below a certain
threshold, τ (5% in our experiments), we declare the remaining
rules “bad” (and by extension, the previous rules “good”).
Bad rules typically have relatively few bits specified in both
address fields. If TCAM is available, we place the bad rules
into TCAM. For a pure ByteCuts solution, we try to build
a single tree with all the bad rules and only remove rules if
they require too much rule replication in the cutting phase (see
Section III-C). Specifically, we only remove a rule from a tree
because of rule replication if it has 5 or more wildcard bits
within any individual cut in the tree.

Consider the rules in Classifier I. Both (Source, 3) and
(Dest, 3) have a maximum partition size of 2 and 2 excluded
rules, making them equally valid. Other options have a larger
maximum partition size; they are not considered. Choosing
(Source, 3) will create a tree from rules r1 to r7. Rules r8 and
r9 will be turned into a separate tree.

When we construct each tree Ti, we associate with it the
highest priority of the rules that it contains. We then sort
T so that if i < j, then Ti has a higher priority than
Tj . This will be helpful for performing packet classification.
Specifically, if a high-priority rule is matched in an earlier
tree, the trees containing only lower-priority rules do not need
to be searched.

C. Cut Selection

Once the rules for a tree are selected, ByteCuts partitions
the list into several sublists using the method described below.
These sublists are then partitioned in the same manner. This
process repeats until a partition has at most nleaf rules.
This leaf node will then be searched sequentially. In our
experiments, we set nleaf = 8.

Our primary means of partitioning is with cuts on ternary
fields (including prefix and exact-match fields). For each cut,
we select up to k consecutive bits. We extract those k bits
from each rule and interpret it as a number. All rules that
have the same number will end up in the same partition. If
a rule has a wildcard in any of those bit positions, then the
rule is replicated into several partitions. This is similar to the
method employed by HiCuts and its derivatives, except that
ByteCuts can select any sequence of bits rather than only those
in certain positions.



Rule Source Dest Key
r1 000 101 00
r6 100 *** 00
r2 001 101 01
r3 010 001 10
r7 110 *** 10
r4 011 001 11
r5 011 000 11

r8 *** 011
r9 *** 010

Classifier III: ByteCuts uses the two highlighted bits from the
Source field as a key to cut the first tree. The second tree does
not need cutting since it contains only two rules.

Fig. 6: A graphical representation of the trees produced in
Classifier III.

For each field, we consider each possible left-most bit and
select the next possible δ bits for each 0 < δ ≤ k. This gives
us a selection of δ bits. From each rule ri, we then extract
these bits and interpret it as a number. Rules with wildcards
count for multiple numbers (by replacing the * with both 0
and 1). We count how many times each number appears. We
select the cut that has the smallest maximum frequency. This
cut will minimize the largest subtree. In case of ties, we prefer
cuts with smaller δ since this saves memory.

Once a cut is selected, we partition the rules. We create
2δ partitions. Similar to above, from each rule ri, we extract
the selected δ bits, interpret them as a number, and then
place ri into the partition corresponding to that number. Rules
with wildcards will be placed into multiple partitions. We
then recurse on each partition to create a new subtree. Some
lists contain identical sets of rules (because of wildcards). We
detect this and create only one child node that is shared for
each of these sublists.

For example, consider the rules from Classifier I. In Section
III-B, we selected rules r1 to r7. For this example, we let
nleaf = 2 and k = 2. If we select the first two bits in the
Source field, then one partition will contains rules r3, r4, and
r4, but if we select the last two bits, then each partition has
at most 2 rules making it a better choice. None of the cuts on
the Dest field are as good since they require replicating r6 and
r7 into all partitions. We thus select (011, 000) as the mask
for our cut. This yields four children, with part 00 containing
r1 and r6, 01 containing r2, 10 containing r3 and r7, and 11
containing r4 and r5. After this cut, each partition only has
2 ≤ nleaf rules, so we create a leaf node for each part.

We have two optimizations to make cut selection faster.
First, if a rule has more than 4 wildcards in the selected
bits we assume that it ends up in every partition. We add

Fig. 7: A depiction of the memory layout for each of the three
types of nodes. Each includes a 4 byte header and a 4 byte
pointer.

the number of such rules as a penalty rather than counting
them towards individual partitions. This prevents having to
increment thousands of frequencies for rules that have many
wildcards.

The second optimization is that we align all of our cuts
to nybble boundaries: our minimum cut size is 1 nybble, we
increment the cut length by 1 nybble, and in our experiments
our maximum cut length is k = 4 nybbles (16 bits). This
limits the size of the child array to at most 65536 nodes;
increasing this limit increases the array size, and thus potential
memory usage, exponentially. We select only nybbles because,
in practice, these lengths are significantly more common than
other lengths. Thus finer cuts add few benefits at significant
time costs.

D. Splitting

For range fields, we borrow the splitting method from
HyperSplit [2] as cutting methods often require rule replication
on range fields. In a split, a field f and split point p are
selected. The rules are divided into two sublists; all rules where
low(r[f ]) ≤ p are placed into the first list and all rules where
high(r[f ]) > p are placed into the second list (some large
rules will end up in both lists, causing replication).

We currently use a selection heuristic not detailed in the
HyperSplit paper, which we call rule-balanced. In the rule-
balanced heuristic, the split point is selected so that the larger
set contains as few rules as possible. The dimension with the
lowest max size is selected as the best split. This works well
with our bit cutting selection; in both cases we are trying to
minimize the worst case size of any sublist.

E. Node Design

ByteCuts uses nodes that are 64 bits in size. We use 2 bits
to represent the type of node; leaf, cut, or split. We pad this to
8 bits to better align each field. In each case, 32 bits are used
for an array pointer. The remaining 24 bits are used slightly
differently between each of the node types. The layout for
each type can be seen in Figure 7.

For the cut nodes, we use 8 bits each for the dimension, δ,
and right endpoint. Split nodes use 8 bits for the dimension
and 16 bits for the split boundary. Since we only split on
the 16 bit range fields, we do not need the full 32 bits that
HyperSplit used for the split boundary. Finally, for a leaf node
we can use 8 bits to store the number of rules associated with
this node (leaving 16 bits unused).

For the cut node we created in Section III-C, we need to
encode the mask (011, 000). This selects δ = 2 bits from
dimension 0. This uses the least significant bits, so the right



end point is 0. If we use 1 as the ordinal for a cut node, then
the final representation for this node (less the child pointer),
will be (type, d, δ, rt) = (1, 0, 2, 0).

F. Packet Classification

To classify a packet p, ByteCuts searches each Ti ∈ T in
sequence. If the priority of the best match found so far exceeds
that of Ti, then we do not need to search Ti as none of its
rules can be of a higher priority than those already found.
Since T is sorted based on priority, this means that we can
stop searching.

To search a tree T , we first look at its root node and
determine which type of node it is. If it is a leaf node or
split node, we search these in exactly the same manner as
HyperSplit [2]. Otherwise, it is a cut node. We right-shift p[d]
over and then extract the rightmost δ bits. We interpret this as
an index into the child array, which we then search recursively.

Consider classifying packet (3, 0). For the first tree, we have
a cut node with d = 0, δ = 2 and rt = 0 as shown in Section
III-E. If we right shift 3 by 0 bits and then extract the last 2
bits, we get 3 (or 112). This points to a leaf containing r4 and
r5. We see that r4 does not match this packet but r5 does. We
do not need to search the second tree because r5 has a higher
priority than both r8 and r9. We thus conclude that r5 is the
best matching rule.

IV. THEORETICAL RESULTS

In this section, we prove some theoretical results about
ByteCuts. For these proofs, we make four assumptions.

1) Each good tree (those containing only good rules and
no bad rules) leaves at most χ · nL rules unselected.

2) The number of bad trees produced is constant.
3) At least some fraction β of the cuts on m rules contain

no more than α ·m rules in the largest child node, for
constants 0 < α, β < 1.

4) The replication factor is at most ρ ≥ 1.

Theorem 1. Given assumptions 1 and 2, the maximum number
of trees produced is constant.

Proof. From assumption 1, if we start with n rules, then
after k trees are produced, at most nr = n · χk rules
remain. Additionally, ByteCuts stops producing good trees
when nr ≤ τ ·n. Thus τ ·n ≥ n ·χk. Solving for k we get that
k logχ ≤ log τ and k ≤ log(τ)/ log(χ). Since we can only
produce an integer number of tables, k ≤ dlog(τ)/ log(χ)e.
Since τ and χ are constants, then so is k. Since both the
number of good trees and the number of bad trees are constant,
so is the total number of trees.

If we set χ = 0.2 and τ = 0.05, then we expect 2 good
trees. If we assume that there will be 1-3 bad trees (such
as for non-TCP/UDP traffic and wide source or destination
addresses), then we expect 3 to 5 trees total. In Section V, we
find experimentally that the precondition to Theorem 1 usually
holds and that we achieve these expected results.

We use Theorem 1 to compute the expected search and
construction times.

Corollary 2. Given assumptions 1, 2, and 3, the search time
for ByteCuts is O(log n).

Proof. Similar to a quicksort proof, we can use assumption 3
to show that the maximum tree height will be at most β logα n.
Since Theorem 1 shows the number of trees is constant, the
total search time is O(log n).

Theorem 3. Given all four assumptions, the construction time
for ByteCuts is O(dw · ρn log n).

Proof. There are two costs to building the classifier: selecting
the rules and building the tree; tree construction is more
expensive. Building a tree node requires considering each pair
of d fields and w lengths. For each such pair, we must build
a key for each rule. From assumption 4, there are at most ρn
rules shared between all of the nodes of a given level. Each
level of the tree thus costs O(dw · ρn). From Corollary 2, we
know that the height of a tree is O(log n) and from Theorem
1 we know that the number of trees is constant. Thus, the total
construction time for ByteCuts is O(dw · ρn log n).

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we compare ByteCuts against HyperCuts
[1], HyperSplit [2], and SmartSplit [4].

A. Experimental Setup

We ran our experiments on rule lists created with Class-
Bench [15]. ClassBench includes 12 different seed files in 3
different categories: 5 access control lists (ACL), 5 firewalls
(FW) and 2 IP-chains (IPC). Seeds in the same category can
have very different properties. In addition, we have 18 real-life
rule lists ranging in size from 100 rules to 7600 rules that we
used for timing comparisons.

From ClassBench, we generated rule lists of 7 different
sizes. For each size, we generated 5 classifiers for each seed.
This yields 60 classifiers per size and 420 classifiers total.

We compare ByteCuts to HyperCuts, HyperSplit, and
SmartSplit using implementations provided by the authors. For
each method, we try leaf sizes (binth in the original papers,
equivalent to nleaf ) of 8 and 16 and report the better result.
We leave the other variables at their default values.

We measure six metrics: classification time, number of trees,
tree height, memory accesses, construction time, and memory
usage. Classification time, tree height, and memory accesses
all are measures of classification speed. Classification time
measures average classification speed as it represents how
long an algorithm takes to process an actual packet trace.
Tree height and memory access instead measure the worst
case classification speed. Tree height estimates the worst cost
of traversing each tree, but not the linear search of rules in
the leaves. Memory accesses estimates the combined cost of
both the trees and the rules in the leaves. For multiple tree
methods, such as ByteCuts and SmartSplit, these sums are
upper bounds; it may not be possible for an individual packet
to be compared to the deepest rules in every tree.

For each metric, we report the mean value and standard
deviation of a classifier across all of the rule lists under



Fig. 8: Classification Time

Fig. 9: Classification Time on 64k rules

consideration (such as for a specific rule list size). We also
compare algorithm A to ByteCuts by reporting the ratio
A/BC (usually as a percentage).

We ran these experiments on a computer with an Intel Xeon
CPU @ 2.8 Ghz, 4 cores, and 6 GB of RAM running Ubuntu
16.04 and compiled with gcc 5.4.0. We verified the correctness
of ByteCuts and SmartSplit by ensuring each classifier returns
matching results for each test packet.

B. Classification Time

We compare the mean packet classification time of ByteCuts
and SmartSplit in Figure 8. We do not consider HyperCuts
and HyperSplit because the provided implementations do not
support classification (they report the static qualities of the
created tree) and because they were unable to produce a tree
given the time and memory constraints for many rule lists.

Fig. 10: Classification Time on real-life rules

Fig. 11: Number of trees

We measure classification time by using ClassBench to
generate a stream of 1 million packets from the rule list,
measuring how long each classifier takes to classify the whole
stream, and then computing the average time per packet. Each
method receives the same packet stream.

Overall, we find that ByteCuts performs 58% better than
SmartSplit. The improvement increases as the rule list be-
comes larger; on 1k rules, ByteCuts and SmartSplit perform
roughly equally well, but on 64k rules, ByteCuts performs
84% better. On the 64k rule lists, SmartSplit requires an
average of 0.127µs per packet, but ByteCuts requires only
0.069µs per packet.

We also analyze the classification time across each of the
individual seeds. For 11 of the 12 seeds, ByteCuts performs
better than SmartSplit. SmartSplit is only faster than ByteCuts
on the IPC2 seed, and it is only 6.9% faster. This is smaller
than the difference for every other seed; the next smallest
difference is that SmartSplit is 19.9% slower for the FW2
seed. In extreme cases, such as the ACL4 seed, SmartSplit is
155% slower than ByteCuts.

These results are consistent with the experiments on the
real-life rule lists. On these rule lists, ByteCuts is faster
than SmartSplit on 14 of the 18 rule lists. Overall, ByteCuts
averages 0.049 µs / packet while SmartSplit requires 0.056
µs / packet. These values both fall in the range between
the averages for our 1k experiments and our 8k experiments,
which is roughly the sizes of our real-life classifiers.

Finally, ByteCuts has much less variance than SmartSplit.
For example, the standard deviation of SmartSplit across the
64k rule lists is 2.5 times that of ByteCuts. This makes
ByteCuts more consistent and predictable.

C. Number of Trees

We measured the number of trees required by both Byte-
Cuts and SmartSplit. Since HyperCuts and HyperSplit always
produce a single tree, they are not shown. The results can be
seen in Figure 11.

We find that ByteCuts produces a relatively stable number
of trees, averaging at 3.52 trees across all of the rule lists.
Instead of varying by the number of rules, it is dependent on
the qualities of the individual seed as shown in Figure 12.
By contrast, SmartSplit uses more tables when the number of
rules increases.



Fig. 12: Number of trees across seeds

Fig. 13: Mean Tree Height

These results match the theoretical results from Theorem 1
which predicts that the number of trees should be constant.
This suggests that the assumptions made in Section IV are
valid for our classifiers.

D. Tree Height

We compare the mean tree height of all four methods in
Figure 13. Since ByteCuts and SmartSplit produce multiple
trees, we report the performance of each method with stacked
bars. The lowest bar represents the average height of the first
tree, the second bar the second tree, and so on. For ByteCuts
this is an upper bound on the actual worst-case as it may not
be possible to hit all of the deepest branches simultaneously.

The height of each individual ByteCuts tree is significantly
smaller than for the other methods, but the total height is
similar to the other methods. On the 1k rule lists, the sum

Fig. 14: Mean Memory Accesses

Fig. 15: Mean Construction Time

height of the ByteCuts trees is 1% smaller than those of
SmartSplit. This improves to 10% for the 64k rule lists.

Comparing individual trees, we find that SmartSplit’s first
tree tends to be, on average, 2.1 times the size of ByteCuts’s.
This ratio decreases as the number of rules increases because
SmartSplit produces more (generally smaller trees). For the
64k rule lists, where SmartSplit produces multiple trees, this
reduces to only 1.59 times on average.

If a high-priority match is found, it is not necessary to search
later trees (if they only contain lower-priority rules) as no rule
can have a higher priority. This is thus a significant advantage
for ByteCuts as it may only need to look at a single, smaller,
tree. This explains why ByteCuts performs so much better than
SmartSplit.

We also compare the number of accesses (tree height +
leaf size) in Figure 14. As before, we represent the accesses
per tree with stacked bars. Again, each individual ByteCuts
tree is significantly smaller than the other individual trees and
the sum is similar to the other methods. We find that when
SmartSplit produces multiple trees, the resulting sum is larger
than the corresponding sum for ByteCuts.

Unlike the classification time metric, which measures the
expected average case time, the tree height and number of
accesses measure the theoretical worst case time. Under an
adversarial model where a classifier continuously receives the
worst possible packets for it, our results show that ByteCuts
is competitive with all the other algorithms in the worst case
and outperforms SmartSplit as the number of rules increases.

E. Construction Time

ByteCuts has significantly faster construction times than
any of the other methods, finishing in under a minute even
on the largest rule lists. SmartSplit is the only one of the
other algorithms that was able to finish on all of the rule lists.
Both HyperCuts and HyperSplit have problems with time and
memory for larger rule lists (16k for HyperCuts and 8k for
HyperSplit). Of the two, HyperSplit has faster construction
times; its times are faster than SmartSplit for smaller rule lists,
but it is still slower than ByteCuts.

F. Memory Usage

We compare the mean memory usage for each classifier in
Figure 16. This includes all of the memory for tree nodes,



Fig. 16: Mean Memory Usage

arrays, and the rule list.
ByteCuts requires multiple orders of magnitude less mem-

ory than the other methods, with HyperCuts having the worst
requirements by an order of magnitude. ByteCuts’s tree sepa-
ration scheme allows it to effectively minimize rule replication,
keeping its memory usage modest. HyperCuts and HyperSplit
do not have any way to limit rule replication. Additionally, the
wide branching factor of HyperCuts causes rule replication to
run rampant.

HyperSplit has problems with certain incompatibilities.
Some rules cannot be split on either address field, which is
the primary separator for the other rules. These rules are thus
replicated into nearly every leaf. If there are too many of these
bad rules (in particular if it exceeds binth), they need to be
separated individually. This can potentially take O(ndbad) cuts,
yielding a sudden memory explosion. For this reason our data
for HyperSplit only goes to 4k rules; some seeds exceeded the
memory limits for each of the larger sizes.

SmartSplit has erratic memory requirements depending on
whether it chose to build one or multiple trees and if those
were HyperCuts or HyperSplit trees. This is why its curve
oscillates.

G. Summary of Trade-offs

In packet classification there is an inherit trade-off be-
tween time and memory. Multi-tree packet classifiers, such
as ByteCuts and SmartSplit, balance this trade-off primarily
by adjusting the number of trees produced. Different rules
will have different properties. For example, one rule may use
the source address field while another will use the destination
address field instead. Placing both rules into the same tree will
result in rule replication as any cut that can differentiate one
rule will divide the other rule into multiple parts. This in turn
increases both memory consumption and tree height.

Creating multiple trees allows rules with different properties
to be separated. This reduces the amount of rule replication
required which directly reduces memory consumption. This
can be most easily seen by comparing Figure 11 and Figure
16; memory consumption normally increases with the number
of rules, but when SmartSplit produces multiple trees instead
of a single tree, its memory consumption decreases instead.

Producing more trees can both increase and decrease the
search times required. With multiple trees, each individual tree

tends to be smaller than before, so each individual tree is faster
to search. However, collectively they may take more time to
search than a single tree. Thus a small number of trees may
be faster than a single tree, but additional trees may increase
the time required. This both explains the dip in SmartSplit’s
classification time in Figure 8 and is one of the reasons that
ByteCuts is faster than SmartSplit.

VI. CONCLUSION

We provide two key contributions. First, we present a better
algorithm for separating rules into multiple trees. Second,
we give a new cutting scheme that uses any range of bits
from the input packet to determine which child node should
be visited. Together, we present ByteCuts, a new tree-based
packet classifier that greatly improves upon existing classifiers
including the prior state-of-the-art method, SmartSplit, in
classification speed, construction time, and memory usage.
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